Abstract-Consensus formation models are mathematical mod els for obtaining potential candidates for a group when all group members pursue their individual preferences. In such models, the members often change their preferences based on the group's global preference which summarizes the overall individ ual preferences. Based on the theory of partially-filled reachability matrices, the Flexible Interpretive Structural Modeling (FISM) provides a method for developing structural models of complex systems and is expected to be applied to decision-making support systems. In this paper, we propose a method for simulating consensus formation in FISM and study its effectiveness through the experiments with several consensns strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the process of consensus formation, the agent accepts macro-information and adapts its preference to the overall group preference. A technique that uses computer-based, group decision-making support systems (GDSS) is an important approach to solving this problem. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) [I] were particularly used for solving the problem.
Flexible ISM (FISM) [2] , [3] , [4] is a method for developing structural models of complex systems. To perform FISM logically and effectively, a partially filled reachability matrix and implication rules are used. The partially filled reachability matrix is an extension of a reachability matrix and has great utility in the process of developing a new reachability matrix, and the implication rules guarantees that the matrix updating operation can construct the partially filled reachability matrix.
In this paper, we propose consensus formation models based on FISM with a comparison matrix. Two agent's strategies for consensus formation with an associated matrix are proposed, and some quantitative measures of the difference between the individual preferences and the consensus are analyzed.
II. GROUP DECISION MAKING SUPPORT SYSTEM
Group decision-making is performed after having repeated discussions in which an organization takes in opinions from different sources. This paper examines the problem of how to perform this process efficiently by computer-assisted group de cision making. Consensus formation is one of the capabilities demanded for group decision-making support.
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A. Basic models
In this section, a basic model of consensus formation is described.
An individual k has a matrix M(k)(k = 1, 2, ... , K) of the set of alternatives as his own mental model. 
W is a set of alternatives. M is a relational matrix whose (i,j)th element is represented as mij. The partial order Ox � ( k ) Oy means that an agent A k prefers Ox over Oy. M( k ) also is antisymmetric, reflexivity and transitivity. Therefore the matrix M is a reachability matrix which is satisfied the following conditions.
A reachability matrix is a square, reflexive, transitive, binary matrix M. Such a matrix M satisfies the following two conditions:
In the process of consensus formation, group members compare their matrices, clarify areas of disagreement, and discuss important points, and then construct one consensus matrix. Therefore, consensus formation may be defined in the form of the following problems. "For a certain group pruducing possible arrival matrixes M( l ), M(2) , ... , M(K), group opin ion reaches a consensus if it is M( l ) = M(2) = ... = M(K)", there is a difference of opinion in the group. The process is aimed at constructing one reachability matrix C under the consensus of a group".
B. Evaluation of a consensus
A matrix C provided by a consensus formation process becomes a reachability matrix, that is, the consensus model for the group. To evaluate the result of consensus negotiations is to calculate the difference between the consensus model C and group matrices M( l ), M(2), ... , M(K). As a result of consensus, the consensus degree F I and group consensus degree AF I are defined as demonstrating how well each person agrees with the group.
In addition, the number of iterations required for matrix C to known matrix is defined as the update count. The consensus arrival rate is defined as the update count divided by N (N -1), which is the number of elements in the matrix excluding diagonal elements. Good consensus fonnation has a high group consensus degree AF I and a low update count.
III. A CONSENSUS PROCESS BASED ON FISM
This section describes a consensus process based on FISM.
A. FISM
FISM is an expansion of ISM proposed by J. N. Warfield [1] . FISM is based on the theory of partially filled reachability matrix models. The partially filled reachability matrix is the expansion of the binary reachability matrix and has unknown elements. In this paper, this model is applied to consensus fonnation.
Relevant notations and definitions are given below.
B. Partially filled reachability matrix
A partially filled reflexive binary matrix is a matrix M whose elements mij contain either 1, 0, or an unknown value Xi j ; all diagonal elements have the value 1.
To simplify the notation, we use "mi j = x " for "mi j is unknown".
If the partially filled reflexive binary matrix M is required to be a reachability matrix, it necessarily satisfies the following conditions:
Consistency Property: There exists no index triplet (i,j, k)
such that (9) Maximality Property: There exists no index triplet (i,j, k)
such that
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In other words, M is consistent if and only if(ift) it has no values that contradict transitivity, and M is maximal iff it has no unknowns that can be implied from transitivity. In sum, a partially filled reachability matrix is a partially filled reflexive binary matrix that satisfies these consistency and maximality conditions.
C. Implication rules
Suppose that a value for an unknown element of the partially filled reachability matrix is updated. The value of some unknown elements can be implied from supplied values by applying the implication rules. There are three implication rules:
1 ::::} 1 implication rule: Unknown element Xlm is implied to be 1 when Xi j is 1 and satisfies the following condition An associated implication matrix \II shows a dependence expressed by connotation relations between each unknown element Xi j based on the partially filled reachability matrix M .
It is possible to show how an unknown element can imply the values of other unknown elements using this associated im plication matrix. When an element (p, q) belonging to \II (Xij) in all unknown elements Xi j is decided with a value of the most unknown elements, in partially filled reachability matrix M, the total number of unknown elements will decrease.
E. A consensus formation process
A consensus fonnation process using FISM is proposed as follows. 
3) Repeat the following steps until C becomes a known matrix a) Select an unknown element (Cij = x) b) Input a value of 0 or 1 for Ci j c) Update the matrix C using implication rules and the value of Ci j 4) As a result, the matrix C becomes a consensus reacha bility matrix
The steps in the consensus formation process are explained as follows.
A matrix M( k ) of the preference relations of an individual in the group is constructed. In that case, the matrix can be constructed efficiently and interactively using the implication rules of FISM.
The consensus matrix C can invent a group personal difference. If all the members agree, Ci j is a known element (Ci j = {O, I}). If not, Ci j is an unknown element (Ci j = x).
In the consensus process, a consensus matrix C is generated and the value of unknown elements of C is decided by discussion in the group. The partially filled reachability matrix automatically infers the value of an unknown element based on values of other unknown elements of C. The updated matrix C is guaranteed to be a partially filled reachability matrix again.
The consensus process repeats until all unknown elements of matrix C become known. As a result, the matrix C becomes a reachability matrix expressing the consensus group preference.
A consensus process repeats n( n -1) times at most.
The computational complexity of updating the matrix with implication rules is O(n2), because the value of an arbitrary (l,m) element is decided from the value of an (i,j) element.
IV. CONSENSUS STRATEGY SIMULATION
In the consensus formation process, there is a problem with how individuals come to agreement on topics on which opinion was divided. This section examines the strategies for deciding the value of elements group discussion during consensus formation.
The following strategies must be considered for effectively simulating consensus formation.
1) A strategy for selecting unknown elements (i, j) of matrix C 2) A strategy for inputting a value for Ci j These strategies can involeve several methods, and a numer ical agreement strategy based on the combination of methods can be considered. In this paper, the strategies of using an associated implication matrix and deciding at random are proposed for choosing an (i,j) element of matrix C. In 603 addition, strategies of random selection and majority rule are proposed as ways of inputting a value for Ci j .
In the following subsection, the effectiveness of consensus formation by the structural modeling method is examined using simulations .
A. Experiment 1
The simulation was run ten times for each of the four methods and each of the three values of N. The number of individuals in the group, K, is 10, and the number of alternatives, N, is 10, 20, or 30. To examine this method of consensus formation, the results of the simulations were compared.
1) Experimental conditions:
• Method 0: Select (i, j) elements of the consensus matrix C at random. Input values for Ci j at random.
• Consensus formation by search(S = 100,1000,10000)
In this study, S different reachability matrices were con structed for consensus formation by searching, and the AF I from the matrix with the highest degree of agreement was used. Because it was difficult to generate a large number of reachability matrices A, FISM was used to construct the matrices according to the following procedure. An agreement strategy suggested in this study is compared with the method described above.
2) Experiment result: The results of experiment 1 are compared (Fig. 1, Table I ).
The random results and the high-AF I results from the consensus formation by search were chosen at random to fill unknown (i,j) elements of matrix C.
In consensus formation by search, we can predict that there is a cost associated with increasing the number of candidate solutions to a number sufficient for attaining a high degree of agreement. However, for an effective search, the time required to generate candidate solutions becomes a problem.
B. Experiment 2
The simulation was run ten times for each of the four methods and each of the three values of N. The number of individuals in the group K, is 10, and the number of In addition, the location in matrix C of unknown elements (i, j) were chosen at random.
2) Experiment result: The resulting agreement degree AF I and consensus arrival rate for experiment 2 are shown ( Table  III , Fig. 2 ). Consensus formation by search (8 = 10, 000) yielded a better result than method 2 at N = 10, but method 2 performs better than the search at N = 20 and N = 30. This is because of, for the search, the search space increases as the number of choices increases, but the range of possible solutions does not change. Also, method 1 achieved a higher score than any of the other methods or the search (8 = 10000). Regarding the analysis model used in this article, it is thought that consensus formation by method 1 got the best result out of all the methods that showed good results so that the opinion of one person becomes the consensus. In addition, the number of points on which individuals must agree increases with the number of choices, which may be in evidence here (Table I) . It is the value that broke the agreement number of times that the consensus arrival rate was provided with the number that the number of opposite angle ingredients is subtracted from square, and was found of choices. An agreement result will be arise early; therefore, the value of the consensus arrival rate, which reflects how long it takes to reach consensus, is small. The consensus arrival rate results were the opposite of agreement degree AF I results. Method 3 provided a better result than any of the other methods ( Table IT , Fig. 3 ). This may indicate that the values that an consensus is fixed at by progress, one consensus increase without an opinion of the majority being reflected. When the number of choices increases, the consensus arrival rate decreases. This may be due to an increase in strong connections between choices when the total number of choices increases; as a result, a higher number of values can be determined by implication at a single time. I assumed it number of population K = 10, the choices N = 10 in a group and tested it repeatedly in a 10, 000 time and compared inspection of a method of consensus formation equal to or less than it. l) Experimental Conditions: A choice strategy of a (i, j) element of C is as follows.
1) A strategy that the values of a (i, j) a matrix C are decided by random numberin the first half, and decided by an associated implication matrix by the latter half.
2) Calculate variance of each one mf j and choice a (i, j)
element by descending order.
3) Calculate variance of each one mf j and choice a (i, j) element by ascending order.
A strategy of deciding values of Ci j is as follows.
1) Strategy A: decide Ci j with a random number(Random) 2) Strategy B: decide Ci j stochastically with the distribution of mf/Probability) 3) Strategy C: decide Ci j as the most value with the distribution of mf/Majority Decision)
2) Experiment Result: A result of comparison in an ex periment is shown (Table IV '" XIT). A relation of AF I and consensus arrival rate is shown (Fig. 4", 6 ). I consider how alignment and agreement carry-over factor become it by a select method of a (i, j) factor of matrix C than experimental result. When one possible arrival matrix is generated than possible access line with little updating number of times in Structural Modeling method FISM for a department, Method employing associated implication matrix is effective. In Table VII ,VIII,IX, About processing time, as for the Method which employs associated implication matrix more when only variance and a random number are used, processing time increases to generate associated implication matrix every post of matrix C .
According to Table X,XI,XII, the strategy how decision strategy of value used random strategy and probability for can be brought in consensus in 20% little update frequency for an unknown element number of initial condition. When use ab initio associated implication matrix, and perform consensus Process in the case of the strategy how used majority decision for, there is little it; can bring it in consensus in update frequency.
In Table IV ,V,VI, API is not seen in difference by as- .;-' .. sociated implication matrix. Therefore, associated implication matrix is effective in reduction of update number of times. In Fig. 4 ,5,6, API and update number of times are relation ships of trade-off. Is the best, putting it together determine a select of a (i, j) element of comparing matrix C by descending of variance generally, and it can be inferred when it is Method performing Decision of Cij in majority decision.
It is thought that application to the consensus formation support that used FISM than this experimental result rose. For example, it is thought that the suggestion which which Conflict part should have been discussed than can be exhibited so that agreement degree in group finally enhances rising possibility when a group performs consensus formation by consultation for direct interaction. In addition, group can exhibit various consensus results by the Simulation which various strategy was used for if each individual Preference relationship is decided beforehand. The consensus result is taken into account without group conferring directly, and it is thought that individual Preference-related flexible modification is possible. Disputa tion of an application method to real consensus formation will become learning activity in future.
v. CONCLUSION
In this article, we suggest a group decision-making support model that uses the structural modeling method, FISM. We performed simulations, and examined the relationship between individual preferences and the group consensus. Consensus for mation by fuzzy models of choice good relations is suggested for future study.
